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President’s Report 

 Well a fairly ordinary weekend for anyone that wants to be com-

petitive. Our home ground was turned into a graveyard – normally I 

would be happy with that but it was our teams who got buried. The 

„graveyard‟ concept means teams visiting our grounds are made feel 

unwelcome and have to work extra hard if they hope to beat us. On 

Saturday the first 6 teams put a “welcome mat” on their foreheads 

and let everyone of the opposition walk over them AND wipe their 

feet on them. It was embarrassing. Only the 14s stood up and said 

„this is our house, we win here, not you!” Well done 14s – you un-

derstand the concept of „home ground advantage‟. If the rest of you 

don‟t understand the concept, we‟ll advise CBDJRL to book your 

future games away – maybe your parents having to travel will make 

you fire up! 

Away from „sponge city‟ (aka Bill Delauney Reserve) our boys 

were doing quite well.  The 8-1s racked up their first win of the 

season in the grand final re-match against Moorebank – a real confi-

dence booster for the boys. Great work. The 9-2s, after a draw the 

previous week, showed it was no fluke with a comprehensive win 

over Auburn Warriors. Sensational! The 10-1s also got the bickies 

against a cranky Bulls side. This too will boost their confidence in 

the Div 1 comp as they should now realize they can (and have 

been ) matching it with these sides. Well done. 

The senior sides (16s, 19s and A grade) were on a tour of „holy 

grails‟. On Saturday the 19s were at Redfern Oval against the fear-

some Redfern All Blacks . It was great match and we ended up well 

deserved victors. Well done 19s, your attitude and training are an 

example to all sides in the Club. On Sunday the 16s travelled to 

Holy Cross Ryde. Unfortunately, it was a very ordinary effort and 

to see them beaten by such an ordinary side was disappointing for 

all concerned. We‟re better than that.  More effort was displayed at 

Bexley Oval where Don Bradman once batted for St George. The A 

Grade were far too good for Hurstville which ended  a day for the 

Hurstville Club which was very similar to our Saturday!! 

Guys – let‟s pick it up!!! We are the SAINTS 

GO THE SAINTS John Grealy 

Results for 6th/7th May 2011 

Age Opposition   For Against 

U/6-Div 4 Bankstown Sports L 0 28 

U/6-Div 2 BYE    

U/6-Div 1 Bankstown Sports L 10 40 

U/7- Div 3 Berala L 16 24 

U/7- Div 2 Dragons L 0 24 

U/7- Div 1 Bulls W 30 10 

U/8- Div1 Moorebank W 34 26 

U/9- Div2 Auburn Warriors W 36 26 

U/9- Div 1 St Johns L 14 30 

U/10- Div 3 St Johns L 4 46 

U/10- Div 1 Bulls W 28 22 

U/11- Div 2 Bankstown Sports L 10 36 

U/11 Div 1 Dragons W 12 10 

U/12- Div 1 Bulls L 0 38 

U/13- Div 2 Milperra Colts L 10 34 

U/13– Div 1 FORFEIT W 30 0 

U/14 St Johns W 46 8 

U/16 Holy Cross Ryde L 18 28 

U/19 Redfern All Blacks W 38 20 

A Grade Hurstville W 32 6 
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U/6 Div 4 Lost 28-0 v Bankstown Sports  

U/6 Div 2  BYE  

U/6 Div 1 Lost 40-10 v Bankstown Sports 

 After a week off due to the rain, the Under 

6/1's were up against a very focussed and 

strong Bankstown Sports side at Bill 

Dealuney Reserve. 

Our boys tried hard, with Oscar Moseley 

scoring two tries for us, and he also converted 

one of his tries. Kian Boyne tackled like a 

machine, and he must get special mention for 

his performance. Even though the team got 

beaten on the scoreboard, Kian was awarded 

Man of the Match by the referee! Even the 

parents of the opposition team were talking 

about how good he 

played!!!  

 

U/7 Div  3 vs Berala Bears -Lost 16-24 
The boys put in a great effort this week 

despite the loss. After 2 weeks off, I thought 

the boys had forgotten how to play a game of 

footy in the first third. Berala ran in 3 quick 

tries in the first ten minutes to start the game, 

and despite some great defence, we couldnt 

seem to get over the line. When we returned 

to the field, the boys suddenly remembered 

that they had a game to play!They picked up 

the pace in both attack and defence. With 

some fantastic runs from Ky, Jack managed 

to get over the line and put the first points on 

the board. Christopher continued to run the 

ball forward for Jack to go over once again. 

Bearla continued to pass it to the bigger kids 

and score tries but Jack was having none of 

that. Our star try scorer ran in for a mighty 4 

tries this week. There was some great 

tackling taking place by Steven, Braith, Blake 

M and Blake R, and Isaak had some speed in 

him this week running the ball up the 

sideline. Well done boys. Better luck next 

week. 

 

U/7 Div 2 Lost 24-0 v Dragons  
It was always going to be a tough game 

against the Dragon‟s No. 1 team and the team 

needed to be convinced before they went on 

that they were not playing against the under 

8‟s. They were Huge! 

Everybody dug in from the start and showed 

they were not scared, but we did forget that 

you have to take the big blokes down low. 

Saadi, Cameron, Jarrod, Georgio and Bianca 

all got in and help make the tackles. Thomas, 

as usual, led the defensive charge up front 

with Jesse and Blake, cutting off most of their 

attack, with Ryan and Vincent cutting down 

the ones that got away. It was great to see 

Bianca, Thomas, Blake and Jesse all talking 

in defence. Despite our efforts the Dragon‟s 

managed to score a try 1 try in the 1st and 2nd 

Third and lead 10-0 going into the last Third. 

Out attack needs to straighten up and stay 

away from those sidelines but Bianca, Ryan, 

Saadi and Vincent all made inroads in attack, 

with Blake stepping and swerving his way 

 

BANANA GEORGE 
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Cnr Polo St & Selems Pl. Revesby. 
OPEN 6 DAYS 

Ph: 9774 4413 

MARC’S FOR MEN 
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Shop 212 Weston St, Panania 

(opposite Post Office) 

9771 0393 
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PADSTOW 
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31 Padstow Parade, Padstow. 

9774 4594 

 

   

    Phone: 02 9820 6466  

    michael@ 

    mrmlogistics.com.au 
Bolts, nuts, socket products, screws, stainless steel, 

rivets, washers, wire & construction hardware ++ 
 

Colin Mulhall - (02) 9542 3633   
Unit 1 152 Garnet Road Kirrawee, NSW 2232 

Goop Guys N.S.W   Phone: 1300 735 496    

Fax: 02 9773 9085  Mobile: 0418 252 566   

Email: tim@goopguys.com.au 

past most of their team and our little blokes 

Jesse and Thomas running it hard up the 

middle. We were unlucky not to score and 

just could not break their final line of defence 

a number of times. After we could not break 

through, Thomas improvised and showed 

great skill and awareness to have a run from 

dummy half and put a great chip over the top. 

Unfortunately, the referee had to pull it up 

and we gave a penalty the following play for 

a missed high tackle for which the referee 

played a 30 metre advantage until the ball 

player was finally tackled??? 

In the final Third, the team became 

frustrated, tired, over anxious in moving up 

in defence and lost concentration, making 

mistakes and going high with the big blokes 

pushing us off on the way to the try line. The 

Dragon‟s scored 3 tries in the final Third to 

give them a 24-0 victory, but the score did 

not reflect the game or effort that the whole 

team put in. 

Ryan was named Man of the Match with 

another superstar performance in defence and 

Jesse got the encouragement award (just in 

front of Blake) with a very enthusiastic and 

busy game in attack and defence. 

U/7 Div 1 v Bankstown Bulls Won 30 - 10 

After the Easter Break and the rain over the 

last 2 weeks we were again on the road in 

Round 5 against the Bulls.  It was great footy 

weather and we were concerned that the boys 

would be a bit rusty for this game. 

We kicked off to commence the game and 

unfortunately it went out on the full which 

saw the Bulls get a penalty.  We were a little 

confused by this start to the game and the 

Bulls took advantage of this to score a try 

late in their first set to lead 0-4.  However we 

made great ground and good field position 

from our first set in possession to set the tone 

for the first third.  We also had a very good 

speed of line in defence and this put the Bulls 

first receiver and runners under pressure. Our 

defence line was led by Sean, Kaled, Zac and 

Jordan who all moved up well.  When we had 

the ball Bailey, Luke, Alex and Jared were all 

in the mix and making good metres.  It was a 
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28 Childs Street Panania  

Ph: 9774 1288 

www.pananiadiggers.com.au 

very tight third and we were unlucky not to 

score with Bulls pulling off some good cover 

tackles. 

The boys put together some great runs from 

the kick-off return and following great runs 

from Kaled and Luke we put on a run a 

round with Trent and Jared which stunned 

the Bulls and saw Trent crash over to score 

our first try, which was converted by Bailey 

to give us the lead 6-4.  The boys began to 

dominate the game in this third with our 

defence forcing errors from the Bulls, with 

great work again from Sean, Kaled, Jordan, 

and Bailey.  We were making good metres 

with Jared, Trent, Luke and Zac all looking 

to break the Bulls line.  We scored again late 

in the second third with Trent making a great 

break that resulted in another try which was 

converted by Kaled to give us a 12-4 lead.  

The Bulls received consecutive penalties and 

attacked our line in the dying minutes of the 

third and all the boys were putting their 

bodies on the line to defend our lead. 

We kicked off for the final third and the 

Bulls were determined to get back into the 

game and assisted by further penalties were 

able to get another try which was converted 

to bring the score to 12-10.  However our 

boys were determined to get their first win of 

the season and we again began do to 

dominate field position and following a great 

break by Jared, Kaled raced from just over 

halfway to score which was converted by 

Jared to extend our lead 18-10.  After our 

defence forcing another error from Bulls we 

put another run a round on which saw Trent 

score in the corner and Alex converted to 

give us the game breaking lead of 24-10.  

We were now in control of the game and the 

Bulls were playing catch up footy and we 

were able to punish their errors with another 

great try by Jordan which was converted by 

Jordan to round out the scoring 30-10.  There 

was some great work in attack by Alex, 

Bailey, Luke, and Zac all running forward 

and making good metres and all the boys 

were involved in defence which was very 

pleasing to the coaching staff. 

This was a great game and all the boys 

played well with the score reflecting their 

efforts and the game awards could have gone 

to any of them.  It was without doubt our 

best performance since the trials and we look 

forward to continuing to develop as a team 

over the season.  The boys celebrated the 

victory with the club song on the field, 

which was sung with much gusto. The boys 

are also very good goal kickers as we 

converted all 5 tries and these points will 

come in handy later in the year in relation to 
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Game Day Photos 
Check the link below to see if your child is featured in the game day photos.  To order the pho-

tos simply email me at david.h2@optusnet.com.au and quote the file name and size you would 

like to purchase.  

 
http://www.acdseeonline.com/album/David+Harrington+Photography 

 

5x7—$10 

8x10 - $20  

8x10 Magazine Cover— $25 
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our for and against.  Keep playing like this and we will hear our club song on a regular basis. 

Go the Saints. 

 

Tries: Trent X 3, Kaled X 1, Jordan X1 

Goals: Bailey X 1, Jared X 1, Alex X 1, Kaled X 1, Jordan X 1 

Goop Guys MOM: Kaled 

ENC:  Trent and Zac 

 

U/ 8 Div 1 Won 34-26 v Moorebank  

 

U/9 Div 2  Won 36-26 v Auburn Warriors 

 This week saw the boy‟s play their first game against Auburn Warriors and being one player down meant that they all had to give 100%. 

After only a couple of minutes Lachlan Maric scored a terrific try breaking straight through the defence with a solid run. The boy‟s muscled 

up in defence, making try saving tackles and keeping the opposition in there end of the field. Auburn Warriors crossed to bring the score 

level. Next to score was Lofty straight from the kick off running down the side line and stepping the fullback. We matched the opposition 

try for try with Omar and Ethan both scoring there first tries of the season.(Many more to come). A terrific game by all the boy‟s, played as 

a team. A fantastic effort by Lachlan Maric bagging 5 try‟s and kicking 1 goal. ST Christopher‟s 36 – Auburn Warriors 26. 

 

U/9 Div1 Lost 30-14 v St Johns  

 Having 2 weeks off footy seemed to be a set back and a loss momentum.  The boys looked to be still be holiday mode conceding 16 points 

within the first 10 minutes with too many missed tackles. To their credit, the boys hit back with a great solo try by Dylan scoring under the 

post.  Receiving the ball from kick-off, the boys rallied with a good set followed by a kick and chase putting pressure on their attack so we 

received the ball within the opposition half.  With some good teamwork in attack we were over again with a great try to Riley, going into 

the break at 8-16. Kicking off and a good chase, the pressure seemed to get to St Johns and we could feel some momentum change our way 

and another try was scored by Lachlan, 14-16 and we were back in the game.  Having the ball for most of the second half we couldn't put 

them away with too 

many easy turnover's and missed tackles costing us the game.  We showed we can compete with the top teams considering these guys have 

been the finalists for the past 2 season's and we are playing with no interchange bench. Some great defence by Dylan, Lachlan and Aiden 

and covering defence by Ben with a special mention going to Brodie - one of our smaller boys pulling off a great one on one tackle on their 

main forward ('smashed him'). Good effort boys.  3 points goes to Lachlan (great runs and big tackles all game), 2 points goes to Dylan 

(tireless worker both in attack and defence) and 1 point goes to Brodie (great 

in defence - best game so far). 

 

John  

U/10 Div 3 Lost 46-4 v St Johns  

 

U/10 Div 1  Won 28-22 v Bulls  

Turning into Gartmore Avenue reminded us of our last game at Bankstown Football Centre. It 

was the Under 9 Div 2 grand final last year where we displayed our worst performance of the 

year. Somehow we hung on to get the win that day, but we were hoping that this trip would 

see us playing much better. 

We came up against Bulls who were probably one of the weaker first division sides last year, 

so we thought we were a chance. They knew that they were playing a reserve grade team from 

last year, so they thought they were a chance! That's how all games should really start 

out - both teams looking for a win. Bulls were the first to open the scoring, courtesy of a 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO  

ALL PARENTS 
 

Code of Conduct and ARL Safeplay 
 

The junior league has reminded all Clubs to inform 

their members about conduct. When you’re support-

ing our teams the best advice is to stay positive and fol-

low the ball i.e. leave the ref alone. Everyone is also re-

minded that no one is to enter the field of play at any 

time (that definitely includes half time). Only ‘card 

carrying’ team or Club officials can enter the field. 

Please take note. 

The referees have also advised the ARL Safeplay code 

will be rigidly enforced throughout the season. This 

code is applicable up to and including the under 15s. It 

means there is no tackling above the arm pits, no 

swinging of players by arms or jersies, no lifting in 

tackles. A breach of the safeplay code is an automatic 

penalty. It is no use hollering from the sideline – the 

refs will be consistently and automatically administer-

ing this code. I recommend all coaches (and support-

ers) click on the following link to read the full code. 

Good luck to everyone on the weekend 

 
http://www.arldevelopment.com.au/fileadmin/user_upload/Documents/

Club_Admin/downloads_about_us/14270_Safeplay_Code.pdf 
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Juniors Giving Back to the Game 

 
Congratulations to two of our juniors—Aidan Harrington and Dylan 

Elias, both from our Under 14’s team, who have recently completed their 

referees exams. They will debut with the whistle this weekend so if you see 

them around make sure you give them a pat on the back. 



 player who reminded us of Tui from our 

13-2's (yes, big). But we fought back well 

and, 

thanks to a good penalty count in our 

favour, started to take the upper hand mid

-way through 

the half. Noah and William both scored 

strong tries from close range. 

Unfortunately we then 

gave away possession in our own half 

through dropped balls on the 2nd and 3rd 

tackles, 

inviting Bulls back into it. They finished 

the half a little stronger and in the lead 10

-16. 

Half time was good for us, allowing us to 

get back to a familiar pattern of play that 

had 

gone missing earlier. We controlled the 

ball very well for the first 10 minutes and 

again 

got the upper hand. Some good ball 

movement from one side of the field to 

the other allowed us to get outside their 

defence twice with Noah delivering great 

passes to Lachlan who finished-off in the 

right hand corner. Lachie then scored his 

third from long range, out-sprinting the 

desperate Bulls cover defence. We were 

looking pretty comfortable when Bull 

started to get some possession 

themselves. They managed to score again 

and 7 minutes from full time were full of 

running, trying to rein-us in. Only some 

solid defence, including Callum and 

Noah taking their biggest head-on, and 

Kueva cutting them down in cover, 

helped keep our line in-tact. Just like the 

grand final - we showed real toughness at 

the end when it was needed. The result, a 

28 - 22 win, was our first in the top 

division this year. It won't be our last. 

The boys were justifiably proud of 

themselves. Every player did some good 

things, but a few rate a special mention. 

William played with great confidence, 

leading the run count and deserving his 

try. Noah was strong in both defence and 

attack, scoring himself and setting-up 

Lachlan. Good positional play helped 

Lachie bag 3 tries. Donnie muscled-up 

against their big boys, standing chest to 

chest and not taking a backward step (it's 

good to have you back mate - stay away 

from those jumping castles). Kueva 

nearly topped the tackle and run count in 

one half of football! But Callum earned 

his Man of the Match through toughness 

in defence and great service, as usual, 

from hooker. 

 

MOM: Callum Whyte 

 

Tries: Lachlan (3), Noah and William 

 

Goals: Lachlan, Ryan, Adam and Kueva 

 

U/11 Div 2 Lost 36 – 10 v Bankstown 

Sports 
Another home game against the Sports 

that unfortunately got away from the 

boy‟s in the end. The boy‟s were able to 

come out firing and with an even amount 

of possession to both sides resulted in a 

very tight first half with Bankstown 

going into the break with a slight lead at 

10 – 4 points. Even though the TEAM 

missed out on a few more scoring 

opportunities the try the boy‟s did 

manage to score of a good kick and chase 

was a cracker….. 

The second half again saw the TEAM 

needing to apply the pressure to the 

opposition as they were still in with a 

great chance of possibly pulling off their 

first win of the season. Though within 10 

minutes left remaining in the game 

somehow things appeared to not go the 

team‟s way with a few silly mistakes 

being made, missed tackles and a few 

more unforced errors starting to creep 

into the game plan. Resulted with the 

opposition racing away to a comfortable 

lead in the end even though the 

scoreboard probably  did not actually 

reflect how close the contest actually 

was, (the little things boy’s)……… 

This weeks Man of the Match Award 

went to Christian Devnie. Who defended 

well, took the opposition on, tried hard all 

day, never gave up and as a resulted was 

awarded a hard earned try in the final 

minutes of the game. Well done 

Christian… 
This week‟s tries were awarded to Ryan 

Dunn, (1) and Christian Devnie, (1) with 

our only successful kick at goal going to 

Josh Hannigan, (1). 

 

To also include boy‟s what we spoke 

about after this week‟s game, Remember 

the little things in a game of football we 

need to do right, Tackling, Running up 

in one line in defence, Quick play the 

balls, Run onto the ball in attack and 

plenty of TALK…. 

U/11 Div 1  Won 12-10 vs Dragons 

The boys headed to Clemton Park to take 

on the Dragons, who are a very tough 

side that we have never beaten. The boys 

received off the kick off and made a 

simple mistake in our own thirty resulting 

in a try to the dragons out wide 6 nil. Due 

credit to the boys who keep there heads 

up and toughed it out in both attack and 

defence. The game then went from one 

end to the other. Finally Bodie decided to 

run the ball on the last and smick Mick 

scored in the corner converted by Ryan 6 

all. With some good lead up work from 

big Stuart and the rest of the pack saw 

Mick burst through the line near half way 

and dash 40 meters to score. Converted 

by Bodie.12-6 half time. The dragons hit 

back after half time but missed the 

conversion 12-10. The second half seen 

us struggled to get out of our own half, 

the dragons just kept coming and coming. 

But in true St Chrissy spirit the boys were 

not going to and didn't let them cross the 

line. Finally to the parents relief the bell 

rung. Well done boys great effort great 

win. And how good did the club song 

sound echoing around Clemton Park!!! 
 

U/12 Div 1 Lost 0 - 38 v Bulls .  

Our boys played the competition 

"benchmark" at Bill and we started well 

by sticking to the game play and not 

allowing them to intimate. 10 minutes in 

and we were holding them out and 

matching their intensity, Rhys was 

showing the rest how to tackle, with 

Kieran and Luke cut their big boys down. 

2 x quick tries through our own errors 

had us still in the game at 0 - 8 and 30 

seconds till half time, but a careless lapse 

allowed them in on the bell to have us at 

the break 0 - 14. Our defence as a team 

let us down in the 2nd half, and we 

allowed the Bulls to run and dictate the 

game. Sammy showed a lot of speed and 

determination to stop a certain try 1 metre 

from the line, and Jack moved the 

runners around with skill beyond his 

years. Anthony and Luke got a lot of 

practise kicking off! Hayden, Liam 

and Nathan ran hard, but their solid 

defence made breaks hard to come by.  

Man of the Match: Hayden Kennedy.  

U/13 Div 2 Lost 34-10 v Milperra Colts   

Firstly we welcome new player Jayden 

Willick to the side. 

Boys played Colts and from the kick off 

we made to many mistakes and first half 

score line 

was 30-0. Second half our boys came out 

with a better attitude and won the that 

half 10-4 it was like watching two 

different games, boys we need to play 

like that all game not just one half. 

Try scorer was Tui with two and man of 

the match, one goal by Tommy. 

Boys you need to come to training and 

train not muck around and maybe our 

score line will be 

different. 

 

2 Tries Tui 

1 Goal Tommy  

U/13 Div  1 vs  Won Forfeit 

 



 U/14  Won 46-8 vs St Johns 

 

 After the holiday break and a wash out 

the boys were keen to play at home on a 

nice sunny day.  We start well with the 

forwards leading the way through the 

middle. We complete all our early sets 

and are camped in St John‟s half, it 

doesn‟t take long to crack them, by half 

time we are  up 28 nil, having declined 

most of our  conversion shots at goal 

along the way. The forwards are in total 

control, in attack the pack is making good 

metres and offloading sensibly for more 

yards, the backs are finishing off with 

slick tries out wide. In defence  the side is 

coping fairly easily with what St John‟s 

offer. 

After the break we clock off a bit, having 

a bench of 1 limits our interchange and 

it‟s a warm day. St John‟s to their credit 

battle away and never give up, they score 

two tries on us before we wake up and 

take the final score out to 46 to 8, 10 tries 

to 2. All in all a good run, very happy 

with the forwards all of whom played a 

full hour each and looked good with and 

without the ball. The backs deserve 

congratulations as well with some smart 

support play and generally tight defence 

from wing to wing. 

Apart from round 1 we have had fairly 

easy games, although our injury toll 

hasn‟t been good. The next three games 

will test the boys, which they need, and 

being back to a bench of two will help 

also. Keep up the hard training boys 

you‟ll need your fitness to help you 

through the next month. 

U/16 Lost  28-18 v Holy Cross Ryde 

Under 16s v Holy Cross Ryde Lost 26-18 

Our first game in division 2 and the boys 

thought it was going to be a walk in the 

park. It started that way with us 

completing our sets, sticking to our plan 

and running in 2 quick tries. 

Unfortunately the boys then thought it 

was too easy and abandoned the game 

plan to try and score off every tackle. The 

opposition were like St George - with no 

flair or excitement they just kept 

completing sets, eventually grinding us 

down until we imploded. Hopefully a 

valuable lesson was learned. An „airing 

of grievances‟ was held on Tuesday and a 

few messages rammed home – the most 

important – get to training.   

 

U/19  Won  38-20 v Redfern All Blacks 

A Grade  Won 32-6 v Hurstville 

A poor game to watch but a pleasing 

result would be the best way to describe 

this game.. A couple of back to back 

penalties early in the game and some 

poor defence by us let Hurstville go to a 6 

nil lead after 5 mins., We started to 

control the ball and the tables soon turned 

our way enabling us to go to the break 16

-6. 

The 2nd half was marred by poor 

handling from both sides and poor 

discipline from Hurstville( who had 2 

players in the sin bin ) and this allowed 

Chrissies to come away with a 32-6 win. 

Sam Smythe had a great game in the 2nd 

row and got our man of the match award. 

He was well supported by James Leten at 

fullback who scored 2 tries and was safe 

under the high ball. Iye Dance and Poppy 

Mayoh had great games in the halves. 

The highlight of this game was keeping 

the opposition scoreless for 65 minutes. 

  

Scorers, J Leten 2, Olly,D Eisenhuth,J 

Dance, a Laughlin, tries 

  

J Leten 2 Wayne Hanratty 2 goals 
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Field Set-up    U/6 Div 4 

Field Clean-up:  U/14 Div 1 

Canteen Duties:  All parents 1 hr before your game. 

BBQ Duties:   All parents 1 hr before your game. 

Games: Saturday 14th May, 2011 

THIS WEEKS GAMES:   

U/16  BYE  

U/19 3.00 Dragons Neptune Oval 

A Grade 2.30 Dundas Shamrocks Birchgrove Oval 

Games: Sunday 15th May, 2011 

WEEKLY WINNERS 

 
Meat Trays:–  Big Noel, Mick Daley  

 

$50 Meat Baron Voucher: Steve Mayoh  

 

Diggers Raffles—Club Patrons 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Dining Room 

Drive-in Bottle Shop 

Gaming Room 

Wednesday Badge Draw 

Thursday & Friday Lingerie 

Friday Joker Jackpot: $2000 
Drawn at 6:30 

Saturday Meat Tray Raffles 

Drawn 3 - 5 

 

178 The River Road, Revesby. 

Ph: 9774-5344 

Teams Times Club Venue 

U/6- Div 4 9.00 Colts Bill Delauney 

U/6- Div 2 9.40 Moorebank Bill Delauney 

U/6- Div 1 9.00 Greenacre Roberts Park 

U/7- Div 3 
9.00 Bulls Bankstown Football Centre 

U/7- Div 2 10.20 Sports Bill Delauney 

U/7- Div 1  BYE  

U/8- Div 1 9.40 Dragons Clemton Park 

U/9- Div 2 11.00 Chester Hill B Bill Delauney 

U/9- Div 1 10.20 Dragons R Clemton 

U/10- Div 3  BYE  

U/10- Div 1 11.50 Sports Bill Delauney 

U/11- Div 2 10.30 Auburn Mona Park 

U/11- Div 1 1.30 Berala Peter Hislop 

U/12- Div 1 12.50 Sports Steve Folkes Reserve 

U/13- Div 2  BYE  

U/13- Div 1 12.40 St Johns G Bill Delauney 

U/14 1.50 Chester Hill Bill Delauney 

 

Joker Draw Raffle 

Revesby Pacific Hotel 

Friday:  

 

U/19’s 

5.30pm to 7.00pm 

Meat Tray Raffles 

Revesby Pacific Hotel 

Saturday:  
 

Join the winners list. 

  

U/10’s 

3.30-5.30pm 

Panania Diggers  

Meat Tray Raffles 

 

Saturday 

 

U/8's  
3.30pm—5.30pm 

Shop 3/78 Cahors Rd Padstow 

Tel: 9792 2799 

www.daystar.com.au 

Shop 3/78 Cahors Rd Padstow 

Tel: 9792 2799 

www.daystar.com.au 

 

Saints Supporters 
 

Wear your club colours to our games  

and when visiting our sponsors. 

Saints gear is on sale this weekend: 

Caps, shirts, jackets, 

Key rings, stubby holders. 

Package deals available - check it out. 

 


